
‘Fang Rock has a somewhat shady past, does it not, Mr
Powell?’ Chorley asked. ‘Going as far back as the

1820s, with reports of a beast that prowled the rocks. Indeed,
is it not true that this Beast of Fang Rock killed two light
keepers and left one mad in 1822? And in 1902 seven people
died on this rock, six of them inside the lighthouse itself.
According to all accounts, it is these lost souls who haunt
the lighthouse. Given these facts, and taking into account
the fire of 1955 which gutted the tower, one has to question
the wisdom of opening the lighthouse once again,’ Chorley
said, and pressed the mic towards Powell.

The man from Trinity House looked at Chorley with
contempt in his eyes, but he nonetheless forced a smile as
he answered.

‘Well, for one thing, these facts are only supposition and
hearsay. As you know, our clerical records were lost in 1940
when Trinity House in London was levelled during one of
the worst air attacks of the war. Most of our archives were
destroyed. We have, of course, worked hard to rebuild our
archives, but we are reliant on a lot of remembered
information, and memory is not always the most reliable
source. As I’m sure you know, Mr Chorley.’ Mr Powell
glanced up at the lamp room, and continued before Chorley
could think up a suitable riposte. ‘As for the fire of ’55, that
was a real tragedy, and an accident. The light keepers barely
escaped the fire, and had to spend the night alone on the
rocks in the worst kind of weather. Things could have been
a lot worse, as the heat inside the tower caused the fog
signals to detonate, breaking the masonry of the tower itself.
It could have been a lot worse,’ he added again, his tone no
doubt meant to make Chorley feel guilty for his turn of



phrase.
Chorley ignored Powell’s tone, and continued regardless.

‘But the tales of ghosts are not the result of rumour. Every
crew that has served Fang Rock since 1902 has told stories
of the voices they have heard. Voices belonging to those
seven people found dead in 1902. It is not without reason
that Fang Rock is called “the most haunted lighthouse in
the British Isles”. Indeed, new facts have come to light
regarding the events of 1902. Facts that strongly indicate
that outgoing principal-assistant light keeper, Reuben
Whormby, was responsible for all those deaths, before he
killed himself in an act of remorse.’

‘Really, Mr Chorley? Is this the kind of journalism one
can expect from The Passing Parade?’ Mr Powell batted away
the microphone. ‘I was given to understand that this
interview would discuss the history of the lighthouse, not
the sensationalist reporting you are well-known for. Be
assured, Mr Chorley, Trinity House will be in contact with
the BBC, if you are the best they have to offer.’


